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About This Game

Homeless Simulator 2 is a homeless person simulator. Homeless persons are those who find themselves living on the streets
because of family conflicts, somebody’s fraud, loss of the job or health problems. They are those who need help. It is easy to

find yourself living on the streets, but it is practically impossible to get out of such a life without help. The scene of the game is
a small town in wintertime. The main task is to survive in those terrible conditions. You have to constantly monitor your body

temperature, your hunger and thirst levels, hide yourself from the wind, and find places where you can stay overnight.
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Title: Homeless Simulator 2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Kiddy
Publisher:
Kiddy
Release Date: 24 May, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Dual Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 550

Storage: 350 MB available space

English
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homeless simulator 2018. lazarbeam homeless simulator 2

this is an actually decent game. The game is to up to the usual standard as set by the other games in the series.
An interesting story about Jesse James, but I liked Hary Houdini's and Mark Twain's better.
Though it does feel the game is shorter in play and doesn't have the extra mini games like find the bones or shackles as in the
perious games, it is still and interesting game say 4\/5.. this game has a really cool story!
9.5/10. the DLC does not appear in game?. Cons:
Plot essentially non-existent.
Diolog is terrible.
Gameplay is all right but nothing to write home about.
Even for Pixel Art, it's not very good.

Pros:
There's a power up called "Farts" that lets your "ball" fart on command.

Conclusion:
10/10, would fart again.
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this♥♥♥♥♥♥good. Not enough to warrent purchase.

. I only played this game for about an hour at the moment but so far it feels very polished. The graphics are good and look crisp
inside my Vive. The voice acting is pretty good and there is a story attached to the gameplay, I know having a real story isn't
something everyone cares about especially in a fun VR game but I am someone who needs a story to stay invested in a game.
The controls feels comfortable and although I played standing up it seems like it will be enjoyed more if you sat down while
playing, preferably in a nice computer chair or recliner so you can match up with your in mech position for extra immersion.
The only thing that I have disliked so far is that it basically plays like an on the rail shooter. You do not actually move your
mech around, you are automatically pulled along a set path while you look around and shoot the enemies around you. I will
update this review after I have sank a few hours into it.
. There are 60~ unique realms in this game. Lots of whimsical fun. Steep learning curve.
. grug buy game grug like game grug want own Acheivements now
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